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APPLICATION OF MOOT TO SCATTERING OF ELASTIC WAVES FROM COMPOUNO INCLUSIONS

kJtlliamM, Vlsscher
Theoretical Division

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
University of California

Los Alhmos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

He show how MOOT (method of optimal truncation, a convergent T-matrix scheme) can be used to calcu-
late elastic wave scattering fl’omcompound inclusions; i,e, inclusions which themselves contain flaws -
inclusions, voids, or cracks. The general equations are derived, and they arc solved for a particular
axially-symnetriccase - a cracked spherical inclusion immersed in fluid. The crack edge is iicircle on
the equatorial plane; the crack can extend either inward to the center or outward to the scrface of the
sphere, Nume?ical results are given for scattering of acoustic waves from cracked spheres of various
materials, Cracked spheres can be fabricated relatively easfly, and may be useful in NDE calibrations,

INTROOUC-iION

An experimental technique often used in ultra-
sonic measurements is to iminersean object in a
tank of water and study it lJyscattering acoustic
waves from it, the fluid effectively providing a
coupling between the transducers and the object,
In principle, one can determine all of th~ struc-
tural f-atures Gf the object in this way. For NO[
applications in particular, information is needed
about internal flaws such as voids, inclusions, or
Lrdcks and about surface cracks and irregularities,

Because the crack is the most cormnonand
potentially the most dangerous defect in manu-
factured items, and the sphere is the simplest
shaoe imaginable, a cracked sphere would !eem to be
a useful prototype of a compound inclusion, It is
r~lati.ely e~sy to fabri~ate in practice and to
compute scattering from, and could serve as a cali-
bration standard, botl,cxperim?ntally and
theoretically.

in this pcper wc wfll develop a general form-
alism with whict the elastic wave equation can be
solved for a system in which a compound inclusion
is Irmnersedin a host medium. The host medium may
be either a fluid or an elastic solid, the compound
inclusionmay be complek and the generalization of
the th~ory will be obvious, but we will calculate
only included elastic spheres with cracks on their
equatorial planes, The crack edges nre circular,
with the cracks extending either out to the surface
or in to the center (see Fig, 1),
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Fig. I Cracked sohcrcs, The interior crack (a)
has free boundaries; the peripheral crack (b) is
fluid-ftlled, The equatorial lane is divided into

Yd ctrcle (C) and an annulus (A , The top and bot-
tom hemispheres are called Stop and Sbott,

He will present a brief review of the compl~ta-
tional method which we use, It is a straightfor-
ward extension of MOOT (method of p i al trunra-

?i!!tion) which was developed ear!ier. * ~ We will
show how to handle inclusions containing voids as
well as internally end peripherally cracked inclu-
sions,

Numerical results for scattering of acoustic
wave! from cracked spheres immersed in water are
given in the final section, Both internal and sur-
face cracks are considered, Results are shown for
different crack si:es dnd are compared with scat-
tering from untracked spheres, The effects of
material properties (acoustic impedances and propa-
gation velocities) on the sensitivity of scattering
to internal flaws are very important and probabl}
will be the most stringent limitations on practical
applications.

~ENERAL OIVILOPMENT

The idea uf MOOT will be explained for the
simple case of a void within an inclusion, illus-
trated in Fig. 2, The vector displacement field

Fig, 2 A void (surface C) wtthin an inclusion
(surface S) Immersed in a fluid, The displacement
outsidw S consists of a plane wove plus outgoing
partial waves (coefficients arm); insid~ S It is
expanded in rtgular (coefficients b Pm) and irregu-
lar (coefficients Cp ) ei WIfUIICtignsof the pla~-
tic wave equation, !~e or!gin of coordinates is
always taken ins{de C.
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in the fluid outside the Inclusion is expanded in
outgoing eigenvectors of the acoustic wave equation,

i ■ XdEmzL.m + ~akm%m -

where the !$~’s are given by

(1)

with kz ~ 0~2/1, d~ = 4riLYLm(Oc$o). OItC are the
spherical angles of the direction of the incident
plane wave

i IS the fluid bulk modulus, jl(kr) iS the regular
ipherical bessel function, and h; = j + iyr. The

&moblem is to determine the as yet un nown coeffi-
cients a~m, which we do as follows.

The displacement field inside the inclusion is

3’ ■ Xbpf.m:’pfm + Cpf,m$’ptm’ (4)

where ~’ ;.Pfor p ■ 1 (longitudinal polarization)
is as gi!en in (2) but with k

\
. ,’,,-/(!’+z~,’),and

for p ● 2,3 (transverse polar zations) is as given
in ref, 2 but with kT = ~l’[.:/l,’,ll’being the shear
tnodulu~, s’ is identical to $’ 1 except y

The extra co~~xities o~(]~
(spherical b~!!el function irregul r at origin
substituted for :J.
are necessitated by the facts that the inclusion,
being a general )sotropic elastic material, can
support shear stresses and therefore transversely
polarized waves, and that no radfation condition
(outgoing scattered waves at infinity) constrains
the interior field, so that both regular and irreg-
ular bessel functions are needed.

The stress tensor oi is formed by differen-
tiating Si in tle usuql w~y, Hhen it is contracted
with the unit normal n to a surface, the surface
traction ti ● hljnj rwsults:

(5)

A surface traction vector~ r, corresponds to each
‘f!uld outside, only1. Bgc6use II ~ O in the

pp:’”lextsts there; all 3 polarizations usually
contribute inside the inclusion.

The boundary conditions are @xpr@ssed in t~rms
of these vecto?s, On the surface of the void C,
th~ surface tractton vector vanishes

(6)

and on the surface of the Inclusion, the normnl
componmts of both displacement and surfaco trac.
ticn dre continuous

(t-{’) on~o ‘iOIIS (7)

(~.~i).fi.o, ~ons (8)

and the parallel components of surface traction on
the inclusion vanish;

~’xfi.O FonS, (9)

Our task is to choose akin,bpLm, and Cppm in such a

way that (6), (7), (8), and (9) are satisfied
simultaneously. This is obviously an impossible
task (unless C and S happen to be concentric
sphere:, in which case we shall see that the prob-
lem is greatly simplified), so we will settle for
second best, namely that (6), (7), (8), and (9) be
satisfied in a least-squares sense. We form the
following positive definite quadratic form

[ I I
I ■ a d~;(6)lz +F dc:(7)12 +y dc;(B)~?

where the in:egrals are over the surfaces C and S,
m, F , }, A are positive constants, and the inte-
grals are the absolute squares of the left hand
sides of the referenced equations, Clearly 1 I O
if and only if (6), (7), (8), and (9) hold.

One is always constrained by the realities of
computation to truncate the sums in (1) and (4)
to i : kmaxt where fmax is usually quite small
(-20 or less). Thus there are a finite number of
coefficients a~m, bpCm’ Cp:m’ so that one always

has I > 0, Our prescription for the choice of d,

b, c is that 1 b~ minimized, viz,

-+.om=-~t-’ +1...1,l, :; :.0,.!.’;
:)a max

~m

1
(11)

--)@
prm

p_l,2,3;mm-f,I*~[-l ,r; f 10,

4-’0
“pim !

● ✎✎✎

max

There are exactly as many equations in the set (11)
as there are unknowns a, b, c, so in the absence of
some unforeseen (and as yet unmaterialized) catas-
trophe (11) forms a set of linear equatilns which
can be solved for the atm’s: the~,in turn, give

scatterud amplitudes and cross=sections, Note that
the equattons (11) are com lex, as are the IS,b,

+’c,’s; asterisk means corer,ex conjugate. It is easy
to see that as one increments fmax to ~max+l, then

1(P
max+1) ~ I(rmax), so it follows that the approx-

imation schame results tn a monoton? convergent
sequence with limit O, if it f~ assumed that th~
partial wave serfes representation of the displocc-
ments and str@sses converges,

He can write (10) out fn vector notation;



I = a+Aaaa + a+Aabb + C.C. + a+Aacc + C.C.

+a+A d +c,c, +b+A b+ b+A
ad bb bcc ‘c-c”

+ b+AMd + C.C. + CrAccc +C+A d + cc,
cd

+ d+Addd,

where the A’s are matrices whose elements are
linear combinations of surface Integrals; for
example

(Aaa)ml,m, =
J

.1d~[?fi.~:mfi~,m,+ yi.3;mn”3,,m,]

s

(12)

(13)

as can be easilv verified from (l). (7), (8) and
(10), The line~r eqLdtions (llj ~re’obtain~d
directly,

(
21

~– ■ ( )A,aa + Aabb + AacC + Aad~ ,

Lm im

71
~“ (

Abaa + Abbb + AbcC + hbdd ) (
prm

p:m

4a)

4b)

?1
~“ (I?Ica~+ Acbb + ACCC + Acdrj) (14C)
:Icptm ptm’

It might be pointed out that the A matrices in
(14a,b,c) ore mostly not square; Aba, for example,
has about 3 times as many rows as columns becauce
3 polarizations are usually dllowed in the ela’,tic
inclusion versus only 1 in the fluid. This cau$es
no problems in the matrix algebra one might do to
SOlvt!for a,m; row and co’umn lengths always match
properly in matrix multiplications, of course, and
matrices which need to be Inverted are ~lways
square,

The choice of the positive multipliers .(,I’,
y, A in (10) is not critlcel, in fact it is irrele-
vant as f.max~ -, One can make a plausible argu-

11!ment(J/ that a reasonable choice is unity ‘o”

P,A) and minimun bf
ntegral multipliers

stress Int: ral mul iplfers (I

I

\:k2,J:/a ! for ;placament
)).

Important simplifications
certain sy!snetrieshold, Firs
S, C has an axis of swetry i’
be the z-axis and all the A ma
In m, Then (14) can be solved

occur in (14) if
, if the scatterer
can be ~hosen to
r{ces are diagonal
for each value of

m- 0, 1, OO”Fmdx succaszivtly, whfch affords a

graat simplification and computing economy, If,
in addttion, the scatterer has comrlete rotational
symmetry, I,e, S and C are concentric spheres, then
the Amatrlcos are it:addftion diagonal in L, In
thfs case (14) degenerates for eat+ (f,,m)i~to a
set of 5 simultaneous linear equations for one aPm,

twc bp~n,’“ and ‘Wo Cptm ‘s (only p ● 1 and p ■ J

contribute for t ~ 0; If P ■ O o!Ilyp ● 1 dovr,),so
the problem becomes trivial to solve (with a com-
puter) becausa one needs only to compute coafff-
ctents for and solve Inhomogeneous linear system!
of order 5.

More challenging 1s the problem we have set
out to solve in this note, namely the cracked
sphere illustrated in Fig. 1. Again the displace-
ment Is exDanded outside the sohere as in (l). but
now we need separate expansions in the top”and
bottom hemispheres

(’

(’

where, in contrast to the case of the incl~sion
EQ. (4), only the regular basis functions are
needed. The-boundar~ conditions to be satisfied
are that on the top and bGttom hemispheres the
normdl displacements and surface tractions are

5D)

5C)

continuous’,and the parall~l component of surface
traction vanish. In th,eequatorial plane welded
boundary conditions (continuous displacement ar,d
surface tractiol})are imposed on A in Fig, (Id)
and on C in Fig, (lc), while free bounddry condi-
tions (vanishing surface traction) prevail on C
in Fig. (la) (open crdck) dnd slippery boundary
conditions (continuous normal components of dis-
placement an: surface traction, zero parallel com-
ponents of surface traction) hold on A in Fig. (lb).
So the ~nterior crack is “clear” and the peripheral
crack fs “fluid.filled”.

A positive defirite linear combination of sur-
face residuals like Eq, (10) can now be formed; It
will have more terms because there are now more
surface segments to consider, dnd the boundary con-
ditions are different, But the bilinedr form in a,
b, c, ~nd d is still Eq, (12), and the linear equa-
tions (14a,b,c) are unchan ed,

?
The matrix elements

A w~ll he different; like 13) they can be written
down by inspection dnd evaluated numerically, Then
Eqs. (14a,b,c) can be sulved straightforwardly on 8
computer. One t significantly reduce the tdsk of
the computer by recognizing th~t the coefficients

Cplm
are ‘imp’y ‘e’ated ‘0 b!s’nbecause 0’ ‘hesymmetries of the geornetry,(

NUMiNICAL RESUL1>.—

CIastic properties and densities impose some
Jrastic constraints on the materials which can be
studied by ultrasonic Inxnersion. This is illus-
tra?erl nn rig, 3 which sh~w$ bark%.atterinrj in

water from various real hnd imagined spheres (witt~-
out cracks),lhu dot-dash curve is backscatterinq
from a tungs:en carbide sphere, Tungsten carbfde
Is so stiff (see Table 1) thfitat these frequencies
~ts scattering is identfcal, to the resolution of
th~ yraph, to that of a rigid sphere of the same
density. One could not see the effects of flaws
without going to much higher frequencies. A crt-
tfcal parameter here is the acoustic impedance
mismatch wtth that of water, which can from Table 1
b~ seen to be cxtrema; the m~smatch is a factor of
65, flOrOhOp@fIJlis ‘,hecase of aluminum, the
solid curve of Ffg, 3. Uith the el?%tic constants
tripled one gets the dashed curve, wnich might mar-
glnal~y b distinguished experimentally from the
solid one, Th@ case of lucitu, sl,otinin the solid
curva of rlq. 4, is much better, by comparison with
tl,~dashed curve, which Is a fictittou$ materfal
with the density of Iucite and the elastic con-
stants of tungsten carbide, “i*nbacksca$tering
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Fig. 3 Backscattering of acoustic waves from
spheres in water, To the resolution of the graph,
completely rigid tungsten carbide would be the same
as thecbt-dashcurve,and completely rigid aluminum
would be the same as the dashed curve,
— ——
Material ,Ylo-lo,,tilo-l o,xlo-g V,onq,w, ong

-1
‘<1O

Water ,197 0 1,0 1404 ,140
Polyethylene ,28R .026 ,90 1950 ,176
Lucite .562 .143 1.18 26E0 ,317
Magnesium 2,56 1.62 1,74 5770 1,00
Pyrex 2,3 2,5 2.32 5640 1.3!
Aluminum 6,1 2.70 6420 1.73
Beryllium 1,6 ii:? 1,87 12890 2,41
Titanium 7,8 4.4 4,50 6070 2,73
Tungsten
Carbide 17,1 22,0 13,0 6655 9.18

Table I Elast~c properties of various materials In
MKS units, The final column Is the acoustic
-cc -.— ———

changes by more than a factor of 100 at the ha ‘ 1.6
peak. Effects of this order should be easily
measurable,

He have calculated scattering from various
cracked lucite spheres, Some of the results are
shown in Ftgs. 5, 6, and 7, Figure 5 pictures the
backscattering cross-section o ((lbmo)for ~nci.
dent angle (, ■ O fo! a lucitebacksphere with dn
Interior “clear” crack of IIadius.5a (soltd line),
and the dashed anddotdmh lines ar@ ‘back((’~■ 45)

and “back (o, o 90) respectively, This crack

covers 25U of the area of thp equator~al plane;
its effects on nback ~ 0 ■ 90) are fairly small,

as can be seen by comparing with Fig, 4, The
deviation of the solid, dowdsh, and dashed lines
from each othef can be considered the flaw signa-
ture; In the absence of the crack they will, of
course, condense to one curve, the solid line of
Figm 4,
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Fig. 4 Backscatterlng of acoustic waves from
lucite sphere in water, and from a fictitious
sphere with the d~nstty of lucite but with the
elastic constants of tungsten c~rbide.
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rig, 5 Backscattertng of acoustic waves from a
cracked lucite sphere in water, The crack is
“clear”, cfrcular with half the radius of the
sphere, The incident angle (’ois the polar angle
relative to the axis of symnetry,

lncraaslng the radiut of the crack to , ISso
that It covers half the equatorial plane results In
the backscatterfng shown in Fig, 6, Quite similar
to the curves of Fig, 5, these cross.secttons ra!~
be distinguished by th~ much deeper interference



plane). Thedotdash curve here (CIbaCk(@O ■ 90)) isminima at kLa ■ 2,3.

Fig, 6 Like Fig, 5, but the radius of the sphere
is .7a, so It covers half the area of the equator-
ial plane,

The result of circumcising the sphere equa-
torially to a depth of .3a (so the resulting fluid-
filled crack has area half thdt of the equatorial
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nedrly identical to the Unfldwed sphere, and the
quantitative changes for GO ■ O and 00 ■ 45 dre
generally less than for the interior Crdck. This
surface crack Is much hdrder to detect than the
interior clear crack of the same area (cf. Fig, 6).
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Fig, 7 Uacksca*teri!~gfrom a lucit@ sphere with a
fluid-fill~d surfac~ crack of depth ,3fIaround its
cwstor.


